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THESIS STATEMENT
Since 1990, the city of Clarkston has brought thousands of refugees from Asia,
Africa, South America, and beyond. Now, roughly half of the population constitutes
refugees that represent 60 different languages and nationalities. As an immigrant,
I can imagine the challenges that come with finding the right jobs, community
centers, healthcare, and schools for families who are only beginning to settle. I
propose a family centered medical facility that promotes equity in Clarkston, that will
bring innovative programs and healthcare to help foster educational and economic
opportunities. The aim of this thesis is to further the role of healthcare for the
growth of a diverse population that seeks to invest in their health and wellbeing.
The family centered medical facility will tackle the factors of health inequity and
address the needs of the ill by implementing education, community gardens, and
local art into the medical spaces. Refugees and immigrants who feel out of place
will be empowered to experience the care they need whilst being recognized for
their culture.
Occupants and staff will perceive the facility as a place they can rely on, not a place
of risk or scares. Patients here will not be counted as a number, but as a person who
deserves to experience the true breadth of health.
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PROPOSAL
The focus of this thesis is based on brining equity through
healthcare in the city of Clarkston. As the city is known for its
diverse population of immigrants and refugees, many of these
people come with dreams of a better life for themselves and
their families.
As families that immigrate from Ethiopia, Honduras, or Vietnam
have children who have to adjust to a new culture, many decide
to move out of the city once their children transition to new
schools, jobs, and the like. Unfortunately in many hospitals,
many who experience healthcare in general either find it scary,
intimidating, or a chore. The perception of our health however
shapes our mindsets and plays a crucial role in our health.
The outlook of our health should be taken seriously by first
understanding what a particular individual or group needs.
Within healthcare, the design should be adaptive and adjust
to the patients needs. Factors such as lighting and color can
brighten or dull the mood of the patient. In a low opportunity
area, a facility where the patient has to adjust to the building
rather than the building adjusting to the patient is undercooked
and only serves to be a typical hospital model.

Therefore, I propose a family-centered medical facility that
integrates color, natural lighting, and flexible spaces in support
of the caregivers and patients to balance physical, emotional,
spiritual, or mental wellbeing. Initiative through primary care
units, a community garden, early childhood development
programs that tackles the rise of stress from an early age will
be implemented in the design.
The facility is geared towards minorities and immigrants that
dwell in rural communities with lower incomes, experience
poverty, or have disabilities that hinder occupants from
improvement in health. The medical facility is open to all and
aims to bring strong interest among African American and Asian
American minorities from Clarkston.
A healthy, diverse community begins with the integration of
strong design principles in the healthcare industry to raise
awareness on early childhood development. This intervention
will strengthen the roles that families and healthcare providers
can take to raise health equity throughout generations.
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02 LITERATURE REVIEW
ADAPTIVE SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS BY MARIA LORENA LEHMAN
Adaptive architecture creates environments for prevention spaces such as healthcare
facilities. The author stresses that buildings should adapt to people rather than people
having to adapt to buildings. Imagine going into a hospital that doesn’t consider
lighting throughout the day; poor lighting would force the patient to adapt to the
lighting conditions of the hospital rather than the hospital providing a fluid spatial
experience. Lehman conveys that architecture could take on a behavior that promotes
the very functions it provides, which translates to how hospitals could help patients
heal.

HEALTHCARE FACILITY THAT LEARNS
In order to transform the health of those who enter the familiy-centered medical
facility, “the key is for the architecture to self-improve as it engages with people.” We
want those people who have been cared for to be better off once they experienced
the architecture in short and long-term ways. Challenges can be overcome here by
helping occupants become aware of how they can maintain their goals and engage in
healthy motives such as exercise.

SENSORY QUALITIES OF ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS

PRIMARY LEVELS OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE
PHYSIOLOGICAL
The way in which a living organism or bodily part functions

INTELLECTUAL
The ability to think and understand things

EMOTIONAL
An affective state of consciousness in which joy, sorrow,
fear, hate, or the like, is experienced

BEHAVIORAL
Pertaining to reactions made in response to social stimuli

SPIRITUAL
Having nature of spirit; not material

Kinetic features
Natural elements (water flow / wind movement)
Occupant movement (circulation / gestures)

SPATIAL NARRATIVES
An adaptive recovery room works with the medical team to comfort, persuade,
and prevent error for the healing process by sensing the patient’s progress. Since
occupant needs and goals change, there must be multiple solutions available to a
question to meet the needs of the collective and the individual.

INTEGRATING NATURE
It is found that patients with views of trees heal more quickly and with less pain
than those with view of blank walls. Adaptive architecture can bring in either real or
virtual nature to synchronize with its occupants.

DESIGN FOR THE WHOLE HUMAN
Furthermore, Lehman adds that with proper design principles and ethical
considerations, buildings can evolve to the next level. Medical facilities do not have
to be locked into set “personalities.” I find this interesting because architects have
the ability to bring characteristics from schools, churches, libraries, homes, etc. to
meet the needs of the patients in medical facilities.

USING ARCHITECTURE AS A BRIDGE
Many people think of medical facilities as a place that is stressful, depressing, or
scary. However, we can overturn these preconceived notions by using the built
environment as a bridge to help the patients exprience less stress and frustration in
patients during treatments.

MOVEMENT

VISION

SOUND

SMELL

TOUCH

TASTE

Material / stimuli colors
Material / stimuli textures
Form
Movement
Light and shadow

Reduce unnecessary color
Add soundscapes
Alter perception of space through sound (illusion)
Material sounds when touched
Signals

Set boundary
Awaken memory
Associate experiences
Material texture
Material temperature
Material firmness / softness
Touch for balance / orientation
Provide area for tasing / eating
Provide context for tastes
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WHO?

WHAT?

WHY?

HOW?

The facility is geared towards minorities
and immigrants that are settled in
rural communities with lower incomes,
experience poverty, or have disabilities that
hinder occupants from improvement in
health. The community aims to bring strong
interest among African American and Asian
American minorities, including maternal
and pediatric doctors.

In Clarkston, a place is integral for the
redesign of a family-centered medical
facility to promote health equity by
providing access to care at all levels. Infant
mortality is rising amongst minority groups
and advanced care for adults and children
of all ages and disabilities in low-income
areas are becoming more inaccessible. The
facility aims to address the health gap among
racial ethnic minority groups in Clarkston
to accomplish meaningful community
participation.

To strengthen the community of Clarkston
and foster a healthy environment for the
future, it begins with how we can raise
awareness on early childhood development
and the roles that families and healthcare
providers can take to minimize the health
gap throughout generations and raise
health equity in low-income areas.

Through a family-centered facility, we can
design a medical facility with engagement
at all levels. The design will integrate
color, natural lighting, and flexible spaces
in support of the caregivers and patients
to balance physical, emotional, spiritual,
or mental wellbeing. Research will be
conducted on what factors affect equity
and we will explore how to take initiative
through primary care, a community
garden, education such as early childhood
development programs that tackles the rise
of stress from an early age.
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Case Study Framework

PAMS Healthcare Hub, Newman / Kaunitz Yeung Architecture
10,440ft², 2020
Newman, Australia

The PAMS Healthcare Hub project services the entire Shire with a focus on the local Martu and Nibali Aboriginal people. For the first
time, Aboriginal people will have access to Newman to community-controlled and culturally appropriate health services. The clinic
includes general practice, child / maternal health, dental, treatment, and allied health facilities for visiting clinicians from Perth

WELL features must address the needs of the ill and recovering, creating conditions that
are conducive to healing by alleviating stress, mitigating the spread of disease, providing
nutritious food and improving occupant comfort

WATER

AIR
quality
purifications
humidity

LIGHT

quality
treatment
drinking promotion

NOURISHMENT

natural access
color
circadian rhythmness

Figure 7

selection/availability
serving size
information
east

FITNESS

COMFORT

MIND

fitness centers
stairs
bike room
incentives programs

ergonomics
sound reduction
olfactory comfort

collaboration
quiet rooms
on-site child care
health & wellness library

Figure 7.4

Figure 7.1

north

Figure 7.5

Figure 7.6

west

Figure 7.3

Figure 7.7

south

1. Courtyard
2. Waiting area
3. Medication Room
4. Reception
5. Clinic manager office
6. W.C
7. Corridor
8. Hearing booth
9. Dirty Utility
10. Admin
11. Clean Utility
12. Consult Room
13. Clinical Store
14. Treatment Room
15. Dental Treatment
16. Dental Utility Room
17. Counselling Room
18. Office
19. Meeting room
20. Staff room
21. Store renal ready room

1. Parking
2. Ambulance Bay
3. Main Building
4. Plant
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Figure 7.2

ground floor plan

Figure 7.8

first floor plan

Figure 7.9

1. Courtyard
2. Office
3. Waiting Area

Figure 7.10

4. Reception
5. Admin
6. Corridor

7. Dental treatment
8. Carpark
9. Public space

Figure 7.11
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Family Health Center on Virginia /
MASS Design Group
25,000ft², 2021
McKinney, Texas

Concept mimics traditional Texan breezeway houses, or “Dogtrot houses,” which are characterized by multiple buildings
connected by a breezeway and common roof. The program has primary care, dental, staff, and education zones with
places to dine, work, relax, and play

Maggie's Cancer Centre Manchester / Foster + Partners
7,858 ft², 2016
Manchester, United Kingdom

Figure 9.1

Figure 9.2

outdoor spaces

canopy area
transverse section
primary/dental care

Figure 9

Figure 8
multi-use rooms

site plan

Figure 8.3

roof plan

Figure 8.4

distinct buildings
for each service

single - patient care

“Garden in Garden,” is inspired by the natural
landscape and culture of Guilin. Both the form
and exterior design of the building are inspired by
Guilin’s flowering Osmanthu. The goal was to
create a modern, garden-style hospital full of
sunshine and greenery
The new hospital is designed as a new futuristic
model that promotes medical and wellness
tourism in harmony with nature. The symbolism of
the local Osmanthus flower is dispersed
throughout the building and gives its visitors a
sense of local culture and belonging

Figure 8.1

Figure 9.3

Figure 9.4

circulation
spacial organizations
outdoor space

ground floor plan
Figure 8.2
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Figure 8.5

first floor plan

Figure 8.6
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Princess Máxima Centre for Child Oncology / LIAG Architects
482,578ft², 2018
Utrect, The Netherlands

Woldiya Maternity Center | Vilalta Studio
8,611ft², 2017
Weldiya, Ethiopia

As a child oncology center that aims to cure cancer, here is a natural flow between inside and outside, and between the worlds of
children and research. The main route through the building forms a meeting zone for children, parents, doctors, nurses, and
researchers.

A maternity space for mothers to live
who come from rural areas for comfort
3 rectangular volumes compose of
reception, patient, and operation areas
Uses vernacular architecture with
traditional Ethiopian huts inspired by
tukuls composed by circular volumes is
the mother’s waiting area that
incorporates natural ventilation and
illumination

entrance
patient area
operating area
waiting home
Figure 10

Figure 10.2

Figure 10.1

Figure 11.3

Figure 10.3
Figure 11

Figure 11.6

Figure 10.4

longitudinal section

transverse section

Figure 11.4
Figure 11.1

circulation
atrium spaces

Figure 11.7

primary care
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ground floor plan

Figure 10.5

first floor plan

Figure 10.6

second floor plan

Figure 10.7

longitudinal section

Figure 11.2

Figure 11.5

Figure 11.8
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04 SITE ANALYSIS
GEOGRAPHICAL HOTSPOTS
CLARKSTON, GA
VALDOSTA, GA
DALTON, GA

POTENTIAL SITES
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04

Taken by Eunji You

1

2

953 MONTREAL RD,
CLARKSTON, GA 30021
ZONE: NC-2, COMMERCIAL

SITE ANALYSIS

TOTAL SQ: 26,136
FEMA ZONE: NO

Figure 2

Figure 2.1
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EQUITY ATLAS

HOUSEHOLD ATTRIBUTES

1

Figure 12
2

1116 SMITH ST,
CLARKSTON, GA 30021
ZONE: TC, MIXED-USE
TOTAL SQ: 74,052
FEMA ZONE: NO

Figure 4

Figure 12.1
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Figure 4.1

Figure 4.2

Many of Clarkston’s jobs are located within small entrepreneurial family-run establishments. As a result,
Clarkston has a high unemployment rate because of the few opportunities to work in large organizations
31

CLARKSTON DEMOGRAPHICS

RACE & ETHNICITY

Clarkston is known for its diverse population. Their diversity attributes to the city’s status as a refugee
resettlement area

FACTORS THAT DETERMINE OPPORTUNITY
ECONOMY

OPPORTUNITY MAP
HEALTH

EDUCATION

70.9% OF CLARKSTON HAS
HEALTH COVERAGE

HEALTH

25.1% EMPLOYEE PLANS
35.7% MEDICAID
1.28% MEDICARE
8.87% NON-GROUP PLANS
0% ON MILITARY OR VA PLANS

COMMUNITY

POVERTY BY RACE & ETHNICITY

Figure 1

Figure 3

POPULATION: 12,750
MEDIAN AGE: 28
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME: $41,070
Within Clarkston, 43% of the households
are families with children

BLACK: 59.3%
ASIAN: 24.6%
WHITE: 8.35%
POVERTY RATE: 31%

Figure 3.1
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Community engagement, awareness, and participation

Unintended
consequences

OTHER FACTORS

HEALTHCARE vs HEALTH

Community engagement,
awareness, and participation
Cost, resources, and fiscal
considerations

FACTORS OF HEALTH
INEQUITY

Community
capacity and
resources

Healthcare

Efforts made to maintain or restore physical, mental, or
emotional well-being especially by trained and licensed
professionals

Transportation challenges

Health

Potential displacement

What are ways we can reduce the amount that patients are
readmitted to the hospital? Income, education, housing,
community safety, individual behaviors and the environment
account for 80 percent of health outcomes.

Variability in implementation

The state of being free from illness or injury

Crime/safety influences

Health Literacy

Diverse norms and customs

Figure 13
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OPPORUNITY MAPS

Figure 5
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Figure 5.1
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OPPORUNITY MAPS

Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3
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MACRO ANALYSIS

VEGETATION

MINOR ROADS

FIGURE GROUND

MAJOR ROADS

Some 60,000 refugees have
called Clarkston, and nearby
neighborhoods, their first
American home. That’s about
2,000 per year, on average,
since 1980. The health
disparity in Clarkston is a
difference in health outcomes
that is closely linked with
social,
economic,
and
environmental disadvantage.
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LAND USE

REFUGEES IN GEORGIA (2019)
CLINIC

Figure 14

POLICE
SINGLE FAMILY
APARTMENTS
BUSINESS
CHURCH
ntr
e

COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT

al R

d

t
hS

Existing buildings that closely
surround the site are primarily
locally owned businesses. However,
single family homes and apartments
populate the rest of the surrounding
context, welcoming thousands of
refugees.

Ch
urc

EP
on

ce

de

Leo

nA
ve

N Indian Creek Dr

Mo

Democratic Republic of the Congo
522

42

Burma
219

Eritrea
126

Afghanistan Ukraine Other Countries
101
58
163
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Burma

Democratic Republic of the Congo

Myanmar pagodas,
brick, clay, arches,
wood carving, tiled
roofs, rattan, bamboo

Bamboo, mud plastered, wood,
brick construction

Afghanistan
Modernism,
postmodernism and
deconstructivism
features
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TOPOGRAPHY

The slope of the topography varies from 20-30ft, which may affect access to sun and views.
The design will consider minimizing the need for excavation and minimal impact on the
visual impact of building form.

B

A

In understanding the immediate surrounding of the site, I found it to be
highly walkable with lots of activity near the coffee shop. The view from
the site overlooks the grocery store and local retail shops.

A

section A-A

section B-B

B
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LAND USE

PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Panoramic photographs were taken on site to visualize and link various nodes to
determine significant points of access. The topography, surroundings, and any changing
cultural patterns were analyzed to determine how to weave a design within the existing
fabric.
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WIND ANALYSIS

Jun-Aug

Mar-May

annual

In Clarkston, the winds blow strongest annually
from the northwest and the east. Throughout
the spring and summer, the winds continue to
blow strongly from the northeast and more
intense from the southwest.

Sep-Nov

50

Dec-Feb
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MICROCLIMATE, SHADOW RANGE SIMULATION

Summer Solstice

Spring Equinox

Fall Equinox

Winter Solstice

For a climate-responsive design with emphasis on thermal comfort, shadow simulations
for varying stages of the year are compared to each other.
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INNOVATION

Labor & Delivery
OB/GYN
Surgical

Hospice Care
FAMILY CENTERED

Geriatrics
Maternal Care
Family Medicine
Pediatrics

Physical Exam

Preventative
Neonatal

Primary Care
Education

Toy Library

CO
M
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I
ATI TY GA
RDE
ON

COMMUNITY GARDEN INTEGRATION

WE
L
STA L
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ARD
S

RY
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PRI E
R
CA

Hematology
Orthopedics

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

D
OO
H
D
HIL ENT
C
RLY PM
EA ELO
V
DE

N

Vaccinations
Obesity
Cardiovascular
Intensive Care

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SPACE

Diabetes

A space allowing for exercise in order to benefit the minds, hearts,
and bodies of those who need to expend their energy day to day.

Nursery

OPPORTUNITIES

ISSUES

GOALS

Rich cultural diversity
Noted as the most diverse square
mile in the U.S
Population is high in density

Lack of spaces for children and young
adults
No town center or public space
The community desires to integrate the
immigrant populations, not assimilate

Develop, foster, and promote arts
Encourage families to remain in
Clarkston
Encourage development that allows
for Aging-in-Place

Physical Therapy
Trauma
WELL Standards

Qu
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H
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hL
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us

lth
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ing
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Social determinants
of Health

The design will take a huge part in creating a healthy environment
for patients and care providers with the integration of comfort,
safety, and clean resources
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Local Art
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Di

Neurological
Rehabilitation

CLARKSTON 2040
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Allergy

ic
a�
Civ �cip
r
Pa

Therapy

WELL BUILDING STANDARDS
Housing
Stability

Sports Medicine

PRIMARY CARE
Medical care and attention will focus on families and especially
become accessible for minority groups who have experienced
health inequity

ICU
Community
Garden

A community garden integrated into a courtyard space will provide
natural lighting and incorporate the 5 senses to increase mental
and physical health. This will bring forward engagement among
diverse minorities of all ages.

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

y

t
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o
P
S
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i
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nd

Lan

g
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r
e
t
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The design will take a huge part in creating a healthy environment
for patients and their children. The early development of children
plays a huge role in who they become, and creating a learning and
bonding space such as a toy library for families to play and interact
will make an impact on social equity
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LAYOUT CONFIGURATIONS

STAFF WORKSTATION CONFIGURATOINS

WORKSTATIONS
PATIENT ROOM

Fig. 15
Fig. 15.1

Advantages

Advantages

Advantages

(A) CENTRALIZED

(B) DECENTRALIZED

Suitable for units with a large number of
patient rooms

Supports centralized and decentralized
configurations
Provides entry of natural light
Enables visibility between team station and
patient rooms

Associated with shorter overall nurse
walking distance
Allows high visibility

Centralized team stations
co-locate staff in one or
several larger, shared
workspaces on the unit

Decentralized workspaces
enable staff to remain closer
to patient rooms and enable
flexible staff to remain
closer to patient rooms
and enable flexible staffing
assignments, but have
also been associated with
perceived isolation among
nurses

Disadvantages
Low visibility from the central nurse station

Disadvantages
Misplacement of support equipment may
compromise the benefits of this layout

Disadvantages
May constribute to more interruptions
Suitable for smaller units

(C) HYBRID
Hybrid approach
incorporates both
centralized and
decentralized stations

(D) MULTI-HUB
Multi-hub configuration
design which distribues
several smaller shared
team stations or
computer “touchdowns”
work areas along the unit

Optimization of the level of centralization
of support equipment and nurse stations is
required
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SPATIAL VARIATIONS

patient room

neonatal

60

SITE FORCES

exam room

operation room

research lab

eyes on street

traffic flow

program

vehicular access

vegetation

circulation

preventative

61
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MASSING

mirror

design for RESOURCES

stretch

push

void

design for EDUCATION

profile anchored to floor
anchor bolt

Teaching kitchens will offer educational spaces for easy access to basic cooking techniques, enhanced
nutrition, and behavioral health coaching

louver detail

63
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design for ECOLOGY

BRICK CONFIGURATIONS

summer solstice
spring equinox

winter solstice

Brick, a highly sustainable material,
with its long lifecycle and minimal
waste is chosen for its vernacular
aesthetic and flexible design
variabilities

80°
57°
33°
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laboratory

exam room

nurses stations

patient room

An efficient healthcare facility should include laboratories, exam rooms, nurses stations, and patient rooms to facilitate
inpatient and outpatient assistance.
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PROGRAM
The spaces are thoughtfully arranged for refugees to arrive and have instant access to translation
services and outpatient care on the ground floor. As patients arrive from every access point, a
central courtyard space for community participation is revealed.
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ground floor

2nd floor

3rd floor

4th floor

translation service
health education
emergency
radiology
ICU

multi-use lounge
obstetrics
pediatrics
laboratory
cafeteria
NICU

physiotherapy
geriatrics
research
dental

surgical suites
endoscopy
conference
laboratory
lounges

5th floor

6th floor

7th floor

physical activity
orthopedics
obesity

outdoor garden
mental health
optomology

outdoor courtyard
inpatient care
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B

A

A

Ground Floor
1/16”= 1-0”
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Second Floor

Third Floor

Fourth Floor

Fifth Floor

B
71

Sixth Floor
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Seventh Floor

73

West Elevation
1/16”= 1-0”

1/16”= 1-0”

South Elevation

East Elevation

1/16”= 1-0”
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North Elevation

1/16”= 1-0”
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Section B-B
1/8”= 1-0”
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Section A-A
1/8”= 1-0”
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